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Suppose that independent identically distributed quantities ql, q2, . . . appear consecutively. At 
some random moment 8 the distribution of the v’s changes to one of the laws cc ‘, . . . , pd, and 
from then on the quantities appearing are distributed according to this new law. Our objective is 
to find a stopping rufe based upon the past values of the 7’s only which maximizes the probability 
that the moment of stopping belongs to a given neighbourhood of 0. No restrictions are imposed 
on the distribution of 8, and the probability (a priori) that p1 is the ‘disordered’ law may change 
in time. It is proved that an optimal stopping rule always exists and its form is derived. The 
maximal probability corresponding to the optimal stopping rule is found as well. 
stopping time * optimal stopping of a discrete time process * disorder problem 
0. Introduction 
Suppose that consecutive values ql, q2, . . . of independent, identically distributed 
random variables are observed. At some random moment 8 the distribution of the 
7’s changes and from then on the quantities appearing are distributed according 
to this new law. Our objective is to detect the moment of disorder 8 ‘as soon as 
possible’ or, in other words, to stop the process at a moment ‘possibly close’ to 8, 
and our decision about stopping must be based on the past values of the q’s only. 
This problem was posed and solved by Shiryaev in [5,6] for the case where, to 
put it briefly though not completely precisely, ‘the mean distance’ between the 
disorder time 8 and the moment of stopping was minimized. In [2] that problem 
was solved in the case where the probability that the stopping moment is in a given 
neighbourhood of 6 ‘was maximized. All those results were obtained under the 
assumptions that 6 is geometrically distributed and there is only one possible law 
for the distribution of the q’s to change to. 
In the present paper a natural generalization of the problem considered in [2] is 
investigated. We assume that the new distribution of the q’s may be one of a finite 
numberoflawsp’,..., pd, and the probability that & will be chosen (by ‘Nature’ 
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and not the observer!) allowed to in time. the distribution 8 
may completely arbitrary known in No restrictive is 
made on the law OP’ q’s or p’, . . . , pd. It is proved that for 
any fixed number m 2 0 there exists a stopping rule maximizing the probability that 
the distance between 8 and the moment of stopping does not exceed m. The form 
of that optimal rule is described and the maximal probability connected with the 
optimal rule is found. The optimal stopping time turns out to have an interesting 
feature: only the last m + 1 values of the T’S must be remembered and no filtering 
is needed. These results are established with the help of the so called probability 
maximizing approach to optimal stopping, as developed in [I, 21. 
The pcrper is organized in the following way: In Section 1 the problem is formulated 
in a rigorous manner, basic notations are introduced and the results are stated. 
Section 2 contains several lemmas and proofs of the main results. Some possible 
further generalization and a problem are formulated in Section 3. 
1. Formulation of the problem and statement of the results 
Let d be a fixed natural number and suppose that on some probability space 
CC!, 9, P) random variables 0, q, q,?. . . , q:), $, . . . , ql, 715,. . . _ ?jf’, qf,. . . are 
defined such that: 
Qi 1 all these random variables are independent, 
(ii) 8 takes values i.r the set { 1,2, . . .}, 
(iii) F,, takes values in the set (1,2,. . . , d} for n = 1,2,. . . , 
(iv) for eachjE (0, I,. . . , d} the random variables q{, qi, . . . take values in some 
measurable space (E, B), 23 being some fixed a-algebra of subsets of the set E, 
and are identically distributed with distribution pJ, pi # pJ for ( P j. 
For each natural n we define 
1 qZ(o) if n< e(0), 
rlJC4= crl%4 if nM+4,FHtw,(W)=j,f0rj=1,2,...,d, 
(1.1) 
The interpretation is clc-ar: .S,, consists of the events that are known at the moment 
II, ti is the moment of disorder, E-, chooses one of the ‘disordered’ distributions 
jr’, . . *, p” if 8 = n. 
i-et .7 &note the set of 311 stopping times with respect to the filtration (.9,,)._ l,2,.... 
We fix an integer nl> 0 and consider the following problem: 
a<;[>,,, Find f*t’ Xsuchthat PI(Ir*-e(~m)=supP(17--l~n:) 
7, .:/ 
a G 11 stands fix ‘general disorder’ ). 
In order to present the solution of this problem we shall need some notation. 
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ThusJet P(e=n)=q,, P(E,=j)=pb forj=I,2 ,..., 4 n=1,2 ,.... According 
to the Radon-Njkodym-Lebesgue theorem each measure PI, for j = 1,2,. . . , d has 
the representation 
pj( B) = 
I 
f’dp’+p’(An B) for Bc 2, 
6 
(1.2) 
where f’: E + Iw, is Borel-measurable and A E 93 is such that p’(A) = 0. It is clear 
that A can be chosen the same for all j. Next, lti f= (f’, . . . ,f”) and Y = the 
distribution of f( 77:). Moreover we put 
r’=p.“(A), r=(d ,..., C’), TA = inf{n: T” E A}, (1.3) 
where, as usual, inf@= +a. For u=(u’,. . ., u’), U- (ZJ’ ,..., ud)G!‘: we denote 
L,,u = ; p;u’= E(u’,l), u- v = (u’v’, c . . , u“d). 
.j= I 
Now we will recursively define sequences of functions on iw d,(“‘+” which will play 
an essential role in the sequel. Thus, 
for n=O, 1,2 ,..., where we put 
qi = O9 L;u= L,u for iSO. (1.5) 
(Here and in what follows sums like r,fTr+, 4; are assumed to be zero if m = 0.) 
Suppose that we have hf: for some k 2 0 and each n = 0, 1,2,. . . ; then we define 
~kn+‘h,.. ., u,,,+,j=max h!Xu,,. ., u,,+J, J II;,&, us ul,. . . , us u,)v(du) iw:’ 
+h;:+,(r, ’ 24 I,..., r’ u,,,)- (1.6) 
for n ~0, 1,2,.... An easy induction shows that 
11; +-‘(u,, . . . , u,:l,.,) 3 l&u,, . . . , II,,, ,I 
“ i-or uj, . . . , U,,,+\ E IR _, n=O, 1,2 ,..., k--O, I,2 . . . . . 
so we may define 
for n = 0, I, 2, . . . . Note that for n =S m we have 
t 1.7) 
(1.8) Wu,, . . . , unl+,) = hz(ui,. . . , u,, 0,. . . , oj, 
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in particular !I,“( u,, . . . , z-4,+,) = ho*(O, . . . , 0). From ( 1.6) it follows immediately that 
exu 1,-‘-Y %+I ) =max h&4,, . . . , umtl h:+,(u, u. uI ,..., u. u,)v(du) 
n+m+l 
+h;+,(r,r. ul,...,r. u,)- 
= q) 
i - 
i=n+2 
(1.9) 
NOW we are ready to formulate the main result of the paper. 
Theorem Lt. Assume (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and moreouer 
P($>n)= f qi>O 
i--n+1 
(1.10) 
f orn=1,2,.... ‘Then for each integer m 2 0 a solution of problem (GD,) exists and 
has the form 
To make the definition of r* completely precise we may (and will) adopt the 
convention that _I*( q, ) = 0 for i s 0. As we shall s,ee (cf. Remark after Lemma 2.6), 
the optimal stopping rule P can be expressed in another, perhaps even more 
convenient, way. We state this as 
CorOkwy f.2. Under the assumptions qf Theorem 1.1, if T* is dcjined by ( I. 1 I ), then 
T* = q A infin 3 1: ~Cx1^\‘%lMr),r) ..fh-I), ’ - * ,J‘(q,J * . * * = .f(q,, ,,,I) 
2 m_f(r7”L_f07,1) yfb,,,-IL.. . ,.f(q,,) * * . .f( T,, ,n A w. 
This corollary shows in particular that for the case m = 0, which is certainly the 
rno>,t interesting, the task of finding the sequence of Jirnctions II: can be replaced 
b_t looking for a sequence of numbers. Namely, the following corollary can be easily 
derived: 
Cordar?: 1.3. Under the asswqptions of Theorem 1.1 rke solution of problem (GD,,) 
h&l s ti14 jhrnt 
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where a: = lim,_, a”, for n = 0, 1,2, . . . , the double sequence (ak,)kZi:‘:‘***. . I ,..a 3 being 
dejined inductively by: a,’ = 0, n = 0, 1,2, . . . and 
Finally, let us I:omment on assumption ( 1.10). It seems quite natural since the 
case where 0 takes values in a finite set is much simpler and less interesting. For 
example, existence of an optimal stopping rule is obvious in that case. Moreover, 
the proof of Theorem 1.1, which we present in the next section, can be easily adapted 
to obtain the following result: 
Proposition 1.4. Assurie (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and let sup{n: q,, z=- 0) = N < +a~ T’hen 
the solution of problem (GD,) has the form T* A N, where T* is dejined b_*l ( 1.11). 
Formula ( I. 12) holds also. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Let us define 
Z,* = P(l&-nls ml&), 
forn=1,2,...,and 
To= inf{n: Zn =X,}. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
It is clear that if we put Z=, = 0, then 
Z,=P(~8-7~~rn~~J 
for T E 3. Further, we have 
X,, = ess sup E(Z&Q. 
-t .x- .’ T -- II 
(2.4) 
Lemma 2.1. Stopping time T() dclfined by (2.3) is a solution of problem (GD,). 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 4.5’ in [3], and taking into account (2.4) (cf. also 
Theorem 1 in [2]), it suffices to prove that lim,,, Z,., = 0 as. To this end, we argue 
as in the proof of Lemma 4.10 in [3]. For any natural n, k, n 3 k, we have 
4l 6 WSUP I,IH-;,--nr)l%) 
j>k 
hence, by Levy’s theorem, 
lim sup 2” s &up I{iS --,I’ m) gx , I ) 
n-+x j?zk 
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s here F, = uttJz _ I 9,,). NOW, it suffices to observe that limk,, SUpj3k f~le_jl~m) = 0 
as. and apply the dominated convergence theorem. 
It would now be possible to argue as in [I, 21, reducing the problem to the optimal 
stopping of an appropriate Markov Chain. We have chosen, however, another way, 
which is perh,aps more direct. We will use the following general lemma, which is 
contained, in a somewhat disguised way, in Theorem 4.3 of [3]. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose rhat on some probability space (0, 9, P) with *fixed @ration 
F,c F2c * - * c 3 an adapted sequence 2,. Z,, . . . qf real random variables is given. 
Assume that E( sup,, \Z”]) < cc and inductively define 
x:: = Z”, 
X “,‘I =max(Z,, E(Xt+,JP,,) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
fitrn=l,Z *..., k==O,l,.... 
Then liml, *, Xi = X,, U.S., where X,, is defined by (2.4). 
Before stating the next general lemma let us adopt one more not.ational convention. 
If y, 4 are random variables taking values in the same measurable space, then we 
will denote the density of the corresponding distribution, if it exists, by dy/d&. 
Lemma 2-3. Let [,, y,, cz, yz be random variables such that yi, yi take valu~.~~ in the 
same measurable space ( E;, 23,) for i = I ,2. Assume that y,, yz are indepertcfent and 
that there exist dy,/dt,, dy,, yzf dl,, tz. Then Jar each measurable junction .f: E, x 
E.?+R. 
where_ff(x) = E(f(_u, y?)). 
‘L 
This lemma is a direct consequence of the definition of conditional expectation 
and Fubini’s theorem, so the proof is omitted. In the next lemmas we go back to 
our problem (CD,,). 
Lemma 2.4. For ever)? natural n the distribution of the random variable (q:‘, . . . , 77:) 
ts absolutely continuous with respect o the distribution of (q,, . . . , q,), and if 1 =S i G VI, 
1 -' j s d are such that q,pI > 0, then the distribution of (qy, . . . , q(,)_.,. 77.1, . . . , T-L j is 
absolutely continuous with respecr to the distribution of (T),, . . . , qn). 
Proof. It suffices to observe that for any BE :KI”‘” we have 
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qipjP((?1~,...,q~_,,~j,...,77~)EB) ifl=SSn, = 
qidp((?jY3*-* 9 770,JE BJ if i > n. 
(2.8) 
Remark. The first assertion of the lemma is true provided P( 8 > r) > 0 (cf. assump- 
tion (I. 10)) and this suffices for the proof of Proposition 1.4. 
Lemma 2.5. Let random variables Z,,, X,, be dejned by (2.1 j, (2.2) ; then 
i ZI on (T& n) 
(2.9) 
forn=1,2,.... 
Proof. Note that by Lemma 2.4 the right-hand side of (2.9) is well defined. Of 
course, we keep our convention f( qi) = 0 for i s 0 here. According to ( I .7) and 
Lemma 2.2 it will suffice to prove that 
(2.10) 
for n=l,2 ,..., k=O,l,..., where X”, are defined by (23, (2.6). Firstly we will 
prove that (2.10) holds for k = 0, i.e. Z,, = the right-hand side of (2.10) in this case. 
For the sake of brevity it will be convenient (in this proof only) to denote 
(see Lemma 2.4), 
gh’-O if iS0 or YiP”=O. 
Now observe that equality (2.8) implies j i.j 
P(8=i, Fi=_jlkFpJz qiPig’ 
if isn, 
4lP!g: 
if i,n 
, 
hence 
TV +rn
Zn=P(~6--n~~m~SJ= 1 4,g”, + i 2 cjiplgh’. 
i==n+l i=n--m j-1 
(2.1 I) 
(2.12) 
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Since the function (x,, . . . 9 X”)+fl(Xi) * * * - - Ifi is the density of the distribution 
of ($, . *. , VI:)_,, q:, . . . , $,) with respect to the distribution of (q:, . . . , qz) on the 
set A’ x - - .xA’(cf.(1.2)),wehavefor(77,,...,7),!~A~X...XA(‘,i.e.for7A>n, 
gi’ =f’(q;) * - * . * f( Tn)gt if qipj > 0. (2.13) 
n?is, 12.12) and (1.4) give 
2, = GUM,. - . As) * . * . . f(77n-m)k”, on ITA > 4, (2.14) 
so (2.10) actually holds for k = 0. Next, suppose that (2.10) holds for some k and 
each natural n, and consider Xi”’ . By formula (2.6) we are led to calculating 
E(Xk, , ,\.F,,). We have, by assumption, 
E(Xk,+IP,,) = E(I,r.,-.“,Z”+,l%) +~(~,.,-n+l&I+,:~J 
+ E( I,,,, .n+lt ~:+,(f(71”+1),f(77,+1) ‘.I-(%), 
-. . Jh+A - * - * * .fb?,,+, ,,)M+,l-m. 
Let us denote by S, the first, by Sz the second and by S3 the t&d summand of the 
right-hand side of this equality, pi(A) = 0 for I <j< d clearly implies 6~ =G 7A a.s. 
and hence 
Thus, by virtue of (2.6) we have proved that 
X i” = Z, on {fq< n}. 
Now, let us compute the second summand: 
ST = I,,., .n,E(z(,,,.,, A} n tl Z IS,,,= (by (2.12)) 
rt+l*n, 
= & 7, -n) x q,E(1,(77,1+,)g::+,l~,k;,,) 
I -II42 
n-1 
+ t: g q,p:E( t,,( qn~.,)g:!.,lS,,) = (by Lemma 2.3) 
I n-l-m,.I > 
- (by I1.3), (2.13), and since p”(A) =OI 
7, n: ( 
,I 1 I i ,,I 
_: I hZ. I ( c r * .f( 3, i, . . . , r. .f’( q,, 1 . - e - . ,f( T,, _ , ,,, ) ) - q, 
I. niZ 1 
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Gathering up the results obtained above and recalling the definition ( 1.6) of ht + ‘, 
we see that (2.10) is actually satisfied for Xt+‘, so the lemma is proved. 
Proof of optimality of T *, defined by (1.11). By virtue of Lemma 2.1 it suffices to 
prove that T* = 70 a.s. where l T(, is defined by (2.3). But then Lemma 2.5 and (2.14) 
show that it is enough to prove that 
(2.15) 
Since the distribution of (q(:, . . . , $_,, q/, . . . , 7;) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to the distribution of (qy, . . . , 7:) on the set A” x - - - x A” for 1 = is n, 
1 ~j s d, formulas (2.7 j, (2.8) imply that the distribution of (q I, . . . , q, j is absolutely 
continuous with respect to ($, . . . , 77:) on that set. I nequality (2.15) follows immedi- 
ately from this remark, so the first part of the theorem is proved. 
To prove formula ( 1.12) we shall need one more lemma: 
Lemma 2.6. Forn=O, l,..., u ,,..., u,,+R~, 
+hj’,+,(r, r* UI,. . 
Proof. Firstly observe that the equality 
. * . 5 u - u,,)Y(du:I 
n tl +m 
~‘Krl)- c qt. 
i--n t:! 
J L,w u,v(du)= J u’zl(du) = p;u.‘I J f’(x)$(dx) R:’ J =I 6%: J =- i d 
(2.16) 
= 1’3 p$.4:( 1 -d) = L"U, - L,,r* 241 
j =I 
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(cf. ( 1.2), ( I .3)) implies 
n+l+m 
h:+,(u, u- uI,. . . , U’ U,)lv(du) +h,,+l(r, r* 241, l l m 5 r’ U,)- C qi 
i=n+2 
=hO,(u,,...,u,,O)+qn+m+,. 
(2.17) 
Then the right hand part of (2.16) is not smaller then the left hand part of (2.17), 
and the latter is not smaller than hf( uI, . . . , u,, 0). Now equality (2.16) is a direct 
consequence of equation ( 1.9). 
Remark. This lemma, together with ( 1.9) proves Corollary I .2. 
Proof of formula (1.12). Let Zn, X, be given by (2.1), (2.4). It is well known (cf. 
e.g. [4]) that E(X,) = sup,. + x E( 2,) and clearly sup,, += E( &) = supT, ST E(ZJ. 
Therefore we have to prove that E(X,) = h$(O, . . . , a). By Lemma 2.5 we have (cf. 
also ( 1.8)). 
The first summand on the right hand side is 
and the second one is 
I hf(f(y), 0,. . . , W/v i_W’)Wy) I 
1= I h:(f(y), 0, . . . , O)p(‘(dy) I 
I I hT(u, 0, I. . ~Ob(d?4)=h;f:(O ,..., 0)-q&$, G 4: - . 
the last equality following from Lemma 2.6. This proves ( 1.12) and completes the 
proof of Theorem I _ 1. 
3. Final remarks 
4 i I The notation used above is rather complicated, so to avoid additional terms 
w considered a symmetric neighbourhood of 8 only. It should be clear, however, 
that csactly the same argument peismits one to solve the following problem, for any 
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integers ml, m, 2 0: 
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(GD(,,,,J Find 7% 9 such that 
P(0-m,S7* ~O+m,)=supP(t+m,S7d0+m2). 
IE 3 
Here, the problem (GD (m,oj) seems quite natural and interesting. 
(2) From our proof of Theorem 1.1 it does not follow that 7* must be finite a.s. 
We have not been able to find either an example where P( T* = +a) > 0 or to prove 
the finiteness of T* in general. It would be interesting to clarify this point. 
(3) An analogous theorem, with the same proof, holds if there is an infinite 
countable number of possible distributions at the moment of disorder. 
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